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OVERVIEW

Exclusive 4-bedroom penthouse situated in a luxury
development in a privileged area between Marbella and
Benahavis.
This property has been carefully designed to optimise interior spaces and natural
light. It is surrounded by elegant gardens and offers stunning views.
The aspect offers impressive panoramic views from the spacious terrace from which
you can contemplate the sunset and marvel at the beauty of the Mediterranean Sea
and the surrounding mountains. False terrace ceilings have LED indirect lighting
around the exterior curved side wall, the railings are transparent and modern glass
finishes provides unrestricted views.
The development offers a wide range of lifestyle amenities and services including a
concierge service, 24-hour security and separate children's play area. The health club
offers a full spa, gym, fitness facilities, indoor and outdoor lap pools.

lucasfox.com/go/mrb22111
Mountain views, Swimming pool, Terrace,
Spa, Gym, Private garage, Parking,
Air conditioning, Alarm, Balcony,
Domotic system, Equipped Kitchen,
Exterior, Heating, New build, Security, Views

The latest technology, contemporary architecture, state-of-the-art interiors and the
highest quality materials such as Schüco (exteriors and windows), Petra Crema
Collection by Inalco (interiors and exteriors), Siemens, IMO Collection by Dornbracht
and Villeroy & Boch (bathrooms); guarantee full comfort.
In addition to these home comforts the property includes a foreseen A energy
efficiency, domotic and Telecom; including alarm pre-installation (ducts) in rooms
that have access to the outside. The interior and exterior areas of the home will
include lighting according to the architect's lighting design plan. Lighting and
temperature control mechanisms will operate through a domotic system compatible
with android and IOS systems. Video and audio intercom system connected to an
exterior communication panel in the pedestrian entrance. Fuse box according to
current regulations. Telecommunications inlets ready for cable and digital TV and
broadband fiber-optic connections.
The roof terraces of the penthouses have been carefully designed to offer an
extension of your living space. You can personalise this area with a private plunge
pool and outdoor kitchen to create the perfect entertaining and relaxing space,
bathed in sun throughout the day.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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